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ABSTRACT
Cloud computing is a modern style of advance and modernization in network environment which takes the advantage of a various wire and wireless technologies as distributed, and parallel processing which oriented to service architecture. The E-government services are concerned about sharing existing resources. E-governments are available online and they have to adapt new technology that will enhance the service provided to their citizens. This paper focuses on cloud computing and e-government concepts and identifies the ways for implementing cloud computing in Jordanian e-government through a set of stages regarding the main challenges for this adaptation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Many countries around the world have adopted new technology and innovation concepts to transform public service to their citizens efficiently and effectively. As for developing countries, they have started to adopt new technology to develop their strategic plans to enable citizen, business enterprises and governmental agencies to interchange information and high quality services. To reach these expectations, government moves from old-style government services to modern and up-to-date E-government services, using different ways such as webpages, social networks, and wireless communications. Also enable citizens to admin their own procedures electronically through government agencies.

E-government activities can be categorized into different classes [1] but all classes have shared goals concerned about improving efficiency, reliability, quality of services and rise their citizen's life style standards.

E-government categorized into:

1- Government-to-government (G 2 G): which aims to reduce cost by speeding up the transaction, reducing number of government employees to produce steady and uniform outcomes? Also, G2G concerns about sharing and exchanging data electronically between multi governmental agencies.

2- Government-to-citizens (G 2 C): enable citizens to interact and conduct their transaction directly with government agencies through government portals which acts as a single access point between citizens with multi government agencies. These transactions include taxes, Electronic Benefits Transfer (EFT) etc.

3- Government to business (G 2 B): this class enables collaboration between government and business enterprises to carry out their own activities such as sales, procurement etc.

However, many governments, as Jordanian E-government, are trapped in the first stages of E-government services implementing. Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan witnesses improvement in Information technology and telecommunication and this shown by Jordanian e-government rank compared with other countries.

Jordanian e-government stated in rank 8 between 16 countries as shown in table 1 [2].

Table 1. Some countries rank in terms of e-government [2].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country Name</th>
<th>E-Government Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bahrain</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Arab Emirates</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qatar</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oman</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuwait</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunisia</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morocco</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebanon</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libya</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iraq</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syrian Arab Republic</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algeria</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yemen</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. CLOUD COMPUTING
Cloud Computing is a new paradigm that combines different approaches as distributed systems, network communication and infrastructure. Cloud computing can be defined according to the US National Institute of Standard and Technology of (NIST) as used by the researchers in [3]: “ Cloud computing is a model for enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services as in...
A set of research paper agreed that cloud computing has five main features [3, 6, 7] which they are:

1. Scalability and enhanced performance: Cloud environment can increase their tendency to handle increased load on cloud resources so this environment can scale up or down depending on per user requirement. In addition, performance can be increased by adding new resources.

2. Ubiquitous network access: Citizens can access to standard internet-based services by supporting thick and thin citizens as laptops, mobile phones etc.

3. Resources Location Transparency: Citizens can access to cloud services regardless their location and time with no specific resource assigned to any citizen.

4. Rapid Elasticity: This feature concerned about keeping services updated and improved their capabilities taking into consideration changed needs of citizens.

5. Pay per use: citizens are paid fees based on their usage cloud resources e.g. bandwidth usage.

Delivering services in cloud environment can be classified into three main types: Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Software as a Service (SaaS) and Platform as a Service (PaaS) [3, 4].

In IaaS, this layer of service provides citizen with capabilities to use network and hardware to run different applications and operating systems. These capabilities include using shared storage and network resources. Even though, user not responsible for controlling these infrastructure where citizens in this case can be classified as a Thin client where operations executed remotely on cloud servers and citizen gain output results. The main goal for this layer is providing an elastic, standard, and virtual operational environment as a foundation for PaaS and SaaS.

In PaaS, this layer concerned about giving citizens the capabilities for creating, developing and testing application. A Citizen can use different programming tools compatible with the existing cloud platform. Platform risks are shared between citizens and cloud service provider because these two parts are responsible for the platform stability and architectural compliance.

In SaaS, clouds software handled as installation and execution environment for citizen’s applications and programs. In addition, cloud environment is a cloud-based applications are hosted and offered as services. Furthermore, SaaS transfers operational risks from citizen part to cloud service provider. Figure 2&3 summarizes main service for each model, layer.

Furthermore, SaaS, PaaS and IaaS can be classified as anything as Service (XaaS) where “X” refers to anything.
3. RELATED WORK

In recent years, e-governments have changed their ways for delivering and organizing their services. E-government has witnessed a set of developments to make relevant service, especially online, available to citizens. The needs of citizens from e-governments have become the crucial point that guides researches and practices.

Population, citizen and segmentation with different preference structures force e-governments to deployment their transactional services to meet their expectations [9]. To accomplish these needs and expectations, there is a need to realize the diversity among citizens. Internet usage by citizens is one of main and significant challenges that face E-government [10, 11]. Applying e-government and related services are harder and challengeable for developing countries than developed countries [12].

E-government provides modern and up-to-date technological infrastructure for both citizens and governments agencies that have different responsiveness [13]. Rogers in [14] explained diffusion as spreading of technology throughout government agencies. For testing, e-government applications and their adaptation have been examined taking into account demographic distribution of citizens [15]. Also, government agencies seek to gain and exceed citizen’s satisfaction by understanding their needs and applications [16].

4. THE BENEFITS OF CLOUD-GOVERNMENT

The main targets for JORDAN cloud government are improving the standard of living and reducing the communication gap with government agencies especially for a citizen who lives in rural or outside country. For developing countries as Jordan these targets can be achieved through adopting cloud technology especially in government agencies. This Adaptation ensures collaboration between government agencies. By ensuring infusion and diffusion of cloud government, Jordanian government will gain several benefits and valuable values and these benefits not limited to what is mentioned here [3, 6, 24-27]:

1- Cost-effective approach: one of the main challenges that faces Jordan cloud government even e-government is a shortage in budget. By implementing cloud paradigm, governmental agencies create a pool of shared and common resources as: software, hardware and network infrastructure even employee that leads to reduction in cloud-government budget. However, the budget is one of significant barriers that faced developing country, such as Jordan [24].

2- Agility: Cloud computing ensures the resources availability when they are needed by eliminating activities that consume time for resources allocation. So, citizens will have real time services.

3- Reduce administration overload: government has to administrate and maintain IT resources. This mission in converted to one of cloud service provider responsibilities. In addition, this will lead to reduce the needs for IT human resources and will allow the governmental agencies to spot their focus on the most significant working areas.

4- Green Technology: One of new trends in IT sector is reducing the negative impact of power consumption on air pollution. This target satisfied by using virtual services [26].

5- Disasters Recovery: keeping system available any time for citizen is a significant need for cloud government this need satisfied by recovering system after any disaster caused by IT infrastructure or attacks, so the backup copies can be kept using cloud resources to reduce time and storage capacities [25].

6- Mobility: Citizens and government employees be able to access to their information rather than staying at their desks.

7- Efficiency and effectiveness: By achieving more work with less time and resources [27].

8- New Business Models: it became easier to create and innovate new business model by taking advantages of existing cloud resources. The New business model will add a value for both citizens and government agencies. By creating new business models, new revenue models will take a place in the local economy.

9- Building Strong Relationships with clients. Different government agencies, as banks, have been used as a data center for client information and their processes where this feature will enable these agencies from developing better citizen’s solutions and making better decision on behalf of them.

The following benefits can also be joined to the above list [17]:

- Usability
- Quality of Service
- Managing Information Technology
- Value added facilities and easier maintenance

Furthermore, there was a survey conducted in October and November 2010 on more than 15000 employees from variety sectors; government and private business enterprises about government product and services. Table 3 summarizes the cloud drivers that the survey respondents [18].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drivers</th>
<th>Percent of Respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enable business continuity</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater flexibility</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve customer support or services</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduce resource waste</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enable innovation</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need for real-time information</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain a competitive edge</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expand revenue opportunities</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost Reduction</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. CHALLENGES IN IMPLEMENTING CLOUD GOVERNMENT

Implementing cloud government has mission and vision aimed to accomplished. This vision concentrated on enable complete and secure e-government where the mission focus on developing and managing e-Government infrastructure
with keeping on continuous research, development and specifying standard for applying e-government. In addition, e-government has to support and train e-government staff.

For cloud government adaptation, several challenges have to be faced and some of these challenges are:

Security and privacy is one of the critical cloud government concerns. To satisfy security in cloud government, several Security requirements have to take a place which they are: “confidentiality, availability and integrity of data or information” [23]. Security plays an important role in establishing the trust of the citizens in cloud government. So, e-government can be considered as a cloud computing application and service which should meet the security level of cloud environment. The Network environment suffers from different attempts of attack that will volatile security requirement. Security attacks can be classified as Denial of Service (DoS) that makes system resources out of service and other attacks as Probe, U2R and U2L [19]. Also, citizen data is stored remotely and controlled by third part. In this situation, citizens concerned about their data privacy and authorized access [3, 6, 20, 21, 23, 28].

1- Reliability: ensure that operational infrastructure and related data are ready to be used and work properly even in catastrophic and in unexpected situations.

2- Managing Cloud: according to the changed needs of citizens, a cloud service provider is going to update and change services rapidly across organization units independently without involvement of government IT staff. So maintaining overall control and gaining ongoing updates is a difficult task of IT staff. In addition, cloud government staff must have the capabilities to monitor cloud service provider and internal services where these capabilities developed internally or outsourced.

3- Interoperability: In a cloud environment, different service provider can collaborate to provide comprehensive services. According to that, there is a need to guarantee the citizen’s applications and data can be exchanged probably between cloud government service providers. For This purpose, they have to develop a uniform interface for cross functionality platform [28].

4- Regulation: There has to be a set of rules and governmental regulations that govern cloud government. These rules and regulations may differ between countries so there is a need to have standard regulation shared between different countries especially if there is collaboration between cloud governments.

For implementing Jordanian Cloud-government, several stages must be determined to gain wanted results and achieve high performance services for Jordanian citizens. But firstly there is a need to identify the deployment model for cloud environment where these models are: internal or private, cloud, public cloud, community cloud, and hybrid cloud [20, 21, 22]. As shown in figure 4.

Private Cloud: is functioned by specific organization either managed by itself or by third party as cloud provider [7, 20, 21, 22].

Public Cloud: government agency hold a contract with third party such as cloud service provider to present and sell public governmental services for citizens, also these governmental services managed only by this third party.

Hybrid Cloud: is structured from two or more clouds: public, private and community [7, 20, 21, 22]. In addition, government agencies can outsource regular and low risks services and information and services, Public cloud, where high risk services and information remain under their control [7, 20, 21, 22]. As shown in figure 5.

The main suggested stages that may be followed to transfer Jordanian e-government to be Cloud Government as shown in figure 6, and these stages are summarized as follows:
From this paper, we can conclude that there are serious needs to lead developing countries, especially Jordan, to change their ways in order to provide services for their citizens as well as to reduce costs and sustain themselves in this changed environment. Cloud is the most appropriate way to accelerate adaptation of green and low-cost technology. Definitely, the participating government agencies and even countries with each other can guarantee the successful of cloud government.

Gradual adaptation for cloud government will eliminate and minimize obstacles that will face cloud adaptation.

6. CONCLUSION

From this paper, we can conclude that there are serious needs to lead developing countries, especially Jordan, to change their ways in order to provide services for their citizens as well as to reduce costs and sustain themselves in this changed environment. Cloud is the most appropriate way to accelerate adaptation of green and low-cost technology. Definitely, the participating government agencies and even countries with each other can guarantee the successful of cloud government. Gradual adaptation for cloud government will eliminate and minimize obstacles that will face cloud adaptation.
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